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Disclaimer

This presentation ('Presentation') has been prepared by Commonland Foundation (‘Commonland’) and is for information purposes only. 

The information contained herein has been compiled publicly available information and from the records of Asociacion Alvelal (the ‘Association’). 
Commonland has not conducted any audit, verification exercise, or other investigation with respect to the completeness, fairness or correctness of the 
information contained herein. 

No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made by Commonland and/or the Association, its directors, agents, and employees with 
regard to the completeness, fairness, or correctness of any information contained in this Presentation and any liability arising from any use of this 
Presentation is hereby disclaimed. Accordingly, no third party may rely on the contents of this Presentation.

All information contained in this Presentation is subject to change without notice. Commonland and/or the Association undertake no obligation to provide 
anyone with access to any additional information, including revised opinions or forecasts, or to update this Presentation, or to correct any inaccuracies herein 
which may become apparent.

This Presentation gives a summary of the key analyses of Commonland only. The reader should understand that a review of the data in the Presentation 
without (i) considering the full underlying description of the (financial) analyses, (ii) an explanation of the methodologies and assumptions used, and (iii) a 
verbal presentation by Commonland, could easily create a misleading or incomplete view of Commonland’s analyses. 

This Presentation does not constitute any agreement, commitment or offer by Commonland and/or the Association. Any such commitment or agreement 
shall be subject to further due diligence, negotiation and legal documentation acceptable to Commonland and the Association.
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Commonland quantified the 
value of restoration in the 
Altiplano Estepario with the 
4 Returns landscape valuation 
method

Social, natural, and financial 
returns are quantified, of 
interventions on 7.5%3 of the 
total landscape of 1 million 
hectares

10 value buckets for 3 returns to 
key stakeholders identified. 
Inspiration drives restoration

Calculated 20-year NPV6 of 
positive & negative economic 
effects (cashflow or welfare)

Economic effects based on the 
difference between business as 
usual (BaU) and intervention

Split between discount rate for 
social (5%) and economic 
stakeholders (7%)

Commonland and its partners1 assessed the integrated2 long-term value of large-scale restoration in the Altiplano Estepario 
landscape in southeast Spain based on interventions covering 7.5%3 of the 1 million hectares of the total landscape

The valuation assessment was performed with the 4 Returns landscape valuation method4 which is based on the 4 Returns 
Framework for landscape restoration5

Notes: 1) For more information see presentation “4 Returns landscape valuation method, Methodology – Draft for discussion”, June 2021; 2) Integrated value is the total of social, natural (environmental) and
financial value; 3) Valuation based on only 7.5% of the total landscape; it is expected that a valuation of total landscape intervention can be made after a long-term landscape restoration plan for the total 
landscape has been developed, planned for 2021/2022; 4) For more information see presentation “4 Returns landscape valuation method, Methodology – Draft for discussion”, June 2021; 5) Sources: Dudley, 
N., Baker, C., Chatterton, P., Ferwerda, W.H., Gutierrez, V., Madgwick, J., (2021), The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration; 6) Net Present Value; 7) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, 
such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, have been taken into account here as impact on income from farming; 8) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices 

3

Create inspiration for local people by developing a common 
vision for a better future. This drives restoration activities

Social wellbeing of local communities by e.g. creating jobs, 
increasing health and safety

Create economic value through more stable and 
sustainable agricultural returns and development of 
sustainable businesses

Restoring Natural Zones (20.000 hectares) and shifting to 
regenerative agriculture practices (55.000 hectares) leading 
to different ecosystem services 

Return Value bucket

Financial Return
1.  Higher income from farming7

2.  Higher income from from forestry / hunting8

3.  Higher income from (eco-)tourism

4.  Higher income from new economic activity

5.  Increase in land value  (other than farmland / Natural Zone)

Natural Return 6.  Lower green house gas emissions

7.  Better N/P balance

Social Return
8.  Direct / indirect jobs within the region

9.  Increased safety

10. Health benefits

Executive summary (i)



Three scenarios1 were developed to 
illustrate different possible outcomes

Total net value ranges2 from 
US$35 to 218m, with a Base scenario 
outcome of US$102m (for all 
stakeholders)

Return on investment for different 
stakeholders amount to on average 
2.0x4,5  and for philanthropists 2.6x4,5

Notes: 1) Three scenarios have been constructed based on varying assumptions for key value drivers as depicted in lower half of this slide (total outcomes based on constant social (5%) and economic (7%) 
discount rates); 2) Based on Net Present Value (NPV) of economic effects (cashflow or welfare) for the forecast period of 20 years, excluding Continuing value (NPV for years 20-30); 3) Impacts on total 
value calculated ceteris paribus; 4) Based on NPV in Base Case scenario (excl. Continuing Value); 5) Respectively, investment multiplier on average and for philanthropists amount to 1.5x and 2.6x in 
Downside scenario and 2.5x and 2.9x in Upside scenario; 6) See slide 20 for indication of speed of intervention  
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Sensitivity analysis shows that the key 
value drivers are intervention area size 
(agriculture), speed of intervention, 
and the expected annual yield decline 
in conventional and organic relative to 
regenerative agriculture

Net positive returns4 are realized for 
each key stakeholder identified (in 
US$m): Farmers (18), Private investors 
(24), Government (14) and Society (46)

Certain quantified returns are not (yet) 
monetizable

Executive summary (ii)
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1. Overview of Altiplano Estepario landscape



The Altiplano Estepario is a highly degraded and desertified
landscape in southeast Spain of 1 million hectares

1. Overview of Altiplano Estepario landscape

Source: Alcplano Estepario, Ambientes semiáridos del sureste andaluz – Junta de 
Andalucia, 2010
Note: 1) Low rainfall, outermost temperatures and a prolonged frost period

• Located in the southeastern part of Spain
• Covers several counties: Altiplano de Granada, Los Vélez and Alto Almanzora,

Guadix and Noroeste de Murcia
• Together these counties cover almost 1 million hectares and have 250,000

inhabitants
• Region suffers from severe land degradation, desertification, rural abandonment

and high unemployment

Overview, location & demographics

• Deforested and partially semi-arid steppe with rock formations and without
trees, historically used for dryland farming (cereals and some vegetables)

• Relatively smooth relief and height 600-1,200m above sea level
• Skeletal soil, low on organic matter, which erodes easily
• Important area for biodiversity with a high floral diversity offering a habitat to

steppe-birds and invertebrates
• Extreme climate conditions1 and water is scarce
• Degradation drivers include natural and man-made processes deforestation,

depopulation and intensified land use, resulting in desertification and increased
soil erosion

Vegetation, biodiversity & climate

• Soil degradation exceeds soil formation, which could be accelerated by climate
change and human activity

• Difficult to regenerate vegetation due to desertification and extreme weather
conditions1

• Lack of moisture

Challenges for restoration 



Significant achievements have been realized to restore the 
landscape 

Water scarcity, extreme climate condi2ons, and soil erosion create 
challenges for the landscape. Yet there is the poten2al to restore 1 million 
hectares of land supported by different sustainable business cases

Natural zone restora2on: water harves`ng; na`ve refores`ng semi-arid 
steppe ecosystem to promote endemic biodiversity

Facilitate transi2on to regenera2ve agriculture: transi`on to regenera`ve 
agriculture and polycultures to retain water and soil

4 Returns business development: market regenera`ve products (e.g. 
almonds, olives) to local and interna`onal markets

Inspira2on: awareness building, growing the network of AlVelAl1
membership

• Circa 300 AlVelAl1 members
• More than 80 farmers participating in restoration
• 45 farmers applying hydric corrections capturing water

• 85,000 trees planted since 2017
• 10,000 ha under improved regenerative management
• 1,000,000+ people exposed to AlVelAl’s work

Summary of achievements to-date

Overview
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1

2

1

Notes: 1) The “Asociación AlVelAl” unites the Alcplano of Granada, Los Vélez, Alto Almanzora; 2) La Almendrehesa is a farmer-driven company, dedicated to processing and markecng produce from 
regeneracve agroforestry produccon systems

1. Overview of Altiplano Estepario landscape



The landscape can be divided into 3 zones as part of the 4 Returns 
Framework

• Critical ecological functions: water provision, habitat for flora and fauna, and stable 
climate

• Much of area is degraded and needs restoration, like substituting pine forest with 
endemic species

• AlVelAl restores public lands creating biodiversity hotspots in the Altiplano and ecological 
corridors in the heart of the Altiplano

• One of the largest areas in the world for production of rain-fed organic almonds within a 
total area of 100,000 hectares of almond groves (of which 50,000 hectares organic 
almonds)

• Most farms have degraded soils, poor water infrastructure and suffer from biodiversity 
loss

• AlVelAl promotes and facilitates the transition to regenerative agriculture to retain water 
and soil

• Almendrehesa markets regenerative almonds for farmers to get higher margins
• AlVelAl also develops supply and value chains of local produce to touristic areas
• Small scale natural and culturally historic elements, rich cultural history and closeness to

touristic areas offer chances for touristic development 

Natural Zone

Combined Zone

Economic Zone
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1. Overview of Altiplano Estepario landscape



2. Summary of methodology



Return of Inspiration drives the restoration process and generated  
returns lead to additional inspiration for further restoration

2. Summary of methodology1

Inspiration and development capital 
sets landscape restoration in motion

Landscape restoration results in 
natural, social, and financial 
returns & build up of capital

Landscape

Restoration

10Note: 1) For more details on the methodology of the 4 Returns landscape valuation method, refer to the presentation “4 Returns landscape valuation method, Methodology – Draft for discussion”, June 2021     

The restored landscape and the 
resulting returns bring back 

inspiration for local communities 
to further work on a resilient 

landscape



Return Value bucket2 Explanation (value is generated by)

1.  Higher income from farming
• Higher agricultural prices and yields3
• Lower agricultural costs

2.  Higher income from from forestry / hunting4 • Wildlife catch
• Wood yield

3.  Higher income from (eco-)tourism • Local business profits
• Recreation activities

4.  Higher income from new economic activity • Value added in the region due to processing of farmed / forestry products
• Value added from other new economic activities

5.  Increase in land value 
(other than farmland / Natural Zone)

• Increase in land value as result of surrounding restored land farmland / Natural Zone

6.  Lower green house gas emissions
• Higher carbon capture in the Combined Zone (agricultural soil)
• Higher carbon capture in the Natural Zone
• Less fertilizer use leading to lower emissions (related to production)

7.  Better N/P balance
• Less deposition (eutrophication) of nitrogen (N) compounds in the environment
• Less exposure (volatilization) of humans to nitrogen (N) compounds 
• Less depletion of phosphorus (P) reserves

8.  Direct / indirect jobs within the region
• Jobs created in farming or forestry
• Jobs created in (eco-)tourism due to restoration of Natural Zone 
• Jobs created in processing industries in the region

9.  Increased safety • Less fire and flood risk as due to restoration of Natural Zone 

10. Health benefits • Safer work environment due to less pesticide / herbicide use

Landscape restoration impacts are aggregated into 10 value buckets2
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2. Summary of methodology1

Notes: 1) For more details on the methodology of the 4 Returns landscape valuation method, refer to the presentation “4 Returns landscape valuation method, Methodology – Draft for discussion”, June 2021;
2) Only positive effects (e.g. higher revenue or lower operational costs) of the intervention are included (‘Proceeds’). All negative effects (e.g. lower revenue, higher operational costs, investments) are
included in ‘Funding’; 3) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, have been taken into account here as impact on income from 
farming; 4) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices



Impact assessment based on 3 different zones2, and both (direct & 
indirect) proceeds as well as funding requirements are assessed

12

2. Summary of methodology1

Notes: 1) For more details on the methodology of the 4 Returns landscape valuation method, refer to the presentation “4 Returns landscape valuation method, Methodology – Draft for discussion”, June 2021; 
2) Aligned with the The 4 Returns Framework for Landscape Restoration (see slide 10); 3) Impacts on soil and from improved biodiversity, such as water, less erosion, soil carbon/nutrients and pollination, 
have been taken into account as impact on income from farming through better agricultural yields; 4) Relates to sustainable forestry and hunting practices 

Creation of Combined Zones & switch 
to regenerative farming (a)

Restoration of 
Natural Zones (b)

Creation of Economic Zones that build 
on (a) and (b)

‣ Increased wood / forest products4
‣ Increased wildlife / hunting4
‣ Increased vegetation cover
‣ Increased natural beauty

‣ Increased biodiversity

‣ Carbon sequestration

‣ Increased safety

‣ Higher product prices
‣ (mid / long term) better yields3
‣ Different agricultural product mix

‣ Less fertilizer loss
‣ Less herbicides / pesticides
‣ Increased N/P balance

‣ Lower CO2 emission
‣ Carbon sequestration

‣ Increased safety

‣ Processing of regional products
‣ Increase in land value
‣ Knowledge, research and teaching
‣ Increase community bonding

‣ Better infrastructure
‣ New economic activities

‣ Lower yields (short / mid term)
‣ Different agricultural product mix

‣ Labor
‣ Other inputs

‣ One-off capital expenses to restore the 
landscape zone

‣ Loss of cattle / crops due to increased 
wildlife

‣ Labor
‣ Other inputs

‣ One-off capital expenses to restore the 
landscape zone

Pr
oc

ee
ds

Fu
nd

in
g

‣ None

‣ Labor
‣ Other inputs

‣ One-off capital expenses to restore the 
landscape zone

Economy & 
Jobs

Biodiversity1 & 
Health

GHG emissions

Other

Loss of sales / 
turnover

Higher costs

Capital 
expenditures



3. Starting points and assumptions



34

21

Almonds

BaU case & 
starting situation

Organic Conventional

The aim is to switch 55,000 ha (55%) of almond farming to 
regenerative farming and restore 20,000 ha of Natural Zone

3. Starting points and assumptions 
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Almonds

Switchable to regenerative 
almond farming (55,000 ha) 
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Addressable 
almond area (80,000 ha)

Conventional - irrigated
Conventional - Rain fed
Organic - Rain fed

>1,000 kg / ha1

550 kg / ha
-1.25% / yr

312 kg / ha
-1.25% / yr

55

Almonds

End case

Regenerative

312 kg / ha
0 % / yr

€ 3.- / kg 

€ 6.50 / kg 

€ 6.96 / kg3

Almonds: Addressable area and area share2

In scope

Start Assumptions in calculations

See 2nd chart4

See 2nd chart4

Notes: 1) Price comparisons with irrigated almonds are difficult to make since irrigated almonds are often larger than rain-fed almonds, thus attracting higher prices; 
2) Over a period of 20 years; 3) Start year price level; 4) Numbers equal to chart “Addressable almond area (80,000 ha)”



The total landscape restoration will be completed in 20 years with 
an increasing pace of conversion

The assumed speed of conversion is slow at the start and increases over time, completing in 20 years
• The movement starts with preparations, organizing local support and local farmers gaining understanding of the significance of regenerative farming 

and restoration of natural zones
• Initial start is likely slow, with the pace accelerating as local farmers and businesses start to see the great value landscape restoration brings
• The rate of conversion of conventional / organic farmland to regenerative is assumed equal to  starting share

15

3. Starting points and assumptions 
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4. Outcomes of valuation assessment
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↑ Farming ↑ Foresty 
& hunting

↑ Tourism ↑ New 
econ. 
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↑ Land 
value

↓ GHG N/P ↑ Jobs ↑ Safety ↑ Health Tot al

Net Present Value
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10350
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Start up
costs

Switch to
regen

farming

Restoration
Na tural
Zones

Set up
Economic
Zone (3)

Tot al

US
$m

Present Value of 
required funding2

Present Value of proceeds

𝚫
= 

US$ 
102m 

Non-
monetizable3

Financial

Natural

Social

Funding necessary to restore the 
landscape per zone

Proceeds of restoration: 10 value 
buckets divided over 3 return types 
split-out in monetizable and non-

monetizable3

PV of proceeds (US$ 
204m) minus PV of 
funding (US$ 103m) 
leads to a total net 
present value of  
(US$ 102m)1

3 different types of 
returns

17

Landscape restoration in Altiplano Estepario adds US$102m in value 
to the region in 20 years (Base Case)1

4. Outcomes of valuation assessment

Notes: 1) Rounding may cause deviations in totals; 2) Costs of setting up Economic Zone still to be determined (not included yet); 2) ‘Funding’ is the net present value of the sum of all additional operational 
costs and investments required over the 20-year period under consideration and will be partly financed from operational cash flow. ‘Funding’ therefore does not equal finance requirement; 
3) Value of returns which are not generating a cash flow or which can not (yet) be converted into cash



Restoration of the landscape results in a significant return on 
investment for all stakeholders including philanthropists 
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24
46

14

Total net value per stakeholder (US$m)

 Farmers  Private investors  Society  G'vmnt

6014

27

Total net value per zone (US$m)

Combined Zone Natural Zone Economic Zone

151

53

Proceeds monetizable/non-monetizable (US$m)

Monetizable Non-monetizable

Total: 
US$102m

Total: 
US$102m

Total: 
US$204m

4. Outcomes of valuation assessment
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1

1,99 1,99

Funding Multiplier Return

Multiplier total1

1

2,56 2,56

Funding Multiplier Return

Multiplier philanthropy2

2.0x 2.6x2.0 2.6

Notes: 1) Sum of all returns divided by total funding; 2) Sum of all returns that accrue to ‘Society’ divided by the the sum of the operational costs and investments needed to start landscape 
restoration (development costs) and for restoring the Natural Zone (both most likely to be financed by philanthropy)



Net positive return in each zone, but highest value contribution by 
restoration in the Combined Zone

Returns per zone
• Combined Zone has 71% of total proceeds and 83% of total funding 
• Restoration in the Altiplano will benefit most from switching to regenerative almond farming, which is the largest contributor to the overall value creation. However, it

also requires most funding
• Required funding for the Natural Zone comprises of restoration costs
• Proceeds and funding in the Economic Zone mainly relate to processing and trading of regenerative products 

4. Outcomes valuation assessment
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The generated value primarily depends on the area of the land 
restored and the speed of restoration

Parameter Downside Base Upside

Intervention area: Combined Zone 35,000 55,000 75,000

Intervention area: Natural Zone 10,000 20,000 30,000

Speed of intervention parameter 1.61 1.42 1.23

Organic almond price premium end year 
(20) 0% 10% 20%
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NPV forecast PV of Continuing value

161

59

333

• The values relate to different intervention scenarios based on the differences 
with a Business As Usual (BaU) scenario 

• NPV forecast period reflects the period up to year 20

• The present value of the ‘continuing value’ represents the value from year 20 
to 30 (after conversion of the landscape is assumed complete)

• However, as we believe no meaningful BaU can be constructed beyond year 30 
(as this will change over time), the focus of the valuation should be on the first 
20 years in our view

Overview of scenarios (US$m)Comments

Parameter Downside Base Upside

Almond annual yield decline conventional 
& organic -0.75% -1.25% -1.75%

Carbon price (ETS) 30 40 50

Discount rate social actors 5% 5% 5%

Discount rate economic actors 7% 7% 7%

4. Outcomes valuation assessment

20Notes: 1) Represents in 2010: Natural Zone area in process of restoration of 12k ha and of the Combined Zone area in process of switch to regenerative agriculture 3k ha;
2) Represents in 2010: Natural Zone area in process of restoration of 21k ha and of the Combined Zone area in process of switch to regenerative agriculture 8k ha;
3) Represents in 2010: Natural Zone area in process of restoration of 33k ha and of the Combined Zone area in process of switch to regenerative agriculture 13k ha



Assumptions for intervention area in Combined Zone and yield decline 
(BaU) have biggest impact on the total value (ceteris paribus)

-34
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Speed of
intervention
parameter

Organic almond
price premium

end year

Almond annual
yield decline

conventional &
organic

Carbon price
(ETS)

Discount rate
social actors

Discount rate
economic actors

Downside Upside

Base
102

Downside 35,000 ha 10,000 ha 1.61 0% -0.75% € 30 6% 8%

Base 55,000 ha 20,000 ha 1.42 10% -1.25% € 40 5% 7%

Upside 75,000 ha 30,000 ha 1.23 20% -1.75% € 50 4% 6%

Input

Standalone value impact of selected variables versus Base scenario (US$m)

4. Outcomes valuation assessment

21Notes: 1) Represents in 2010: Natural Zone area in process of restoration of 12k ha and of the Combined Zone area in process of switch to regenerative agriculture 3k ha;
2) Represents in 2010: Natural Zone area in process of restoration of 21k ha and of the Combined Zone area in process of switch to regenerative agriculture 8k ha;
3) Represents in 2010: Natural Zone area in process of restoration of 33k ha and of the Combined Zone area in process of switch to regenerative agriculture 13k ha
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• In our view the social discount rate reflects:
• Inflation
• Prosperity effect
• Technological progress over time

• Risk is not a prime driver since risk in terms of valuation is actually a risk of 
insufficient liquidity (not being able to convert investments to cash when 
needed - systematic risk)

• At the heart of the risk proposition is therefore the preference of 
consumption now versus future consumption

• Consumption of future generation should weigh equal to that of current 
generations

• Pure risk measures are therefore not reflected in the social discount rate

• Inflation however should be compensated

• The prosperity effect reflects a compensation for future welfare effects due to 
economic growth

• Taking measures later may therefore be comparatively cheaper in the future 
than now. This factor adjusts for this effect

• Technological progress is linked to the prosperity effect and reflects 
technological advancements

Social discount rate: 5%

Notes: 1) Rapport Werkgroep Discontovoet 2020; versie 1.0 d.d. 9/10/2020 appendix 51 and analyses for UK Treasury (Frank Ramsey);
2) For Spain it is estimated that approx. 1.5% should be added due to country risk (higher risk-free rate)

• Basis for our estimate of the social discount rate:
• Loosely based on the extended Ramsey rule; and
• Estimates of the social discount rate by various studies, in particular 

that of the Dutch ‘Report on the Social Discount factor’

• In the Dutch study the social discount factor based on the extended 
Ramsey rule is estimated at 0.26% - 4.94%

• The estimated social discount rate for the Netherlands is estimated at 
2.25%1,2. This is not entirely based on the Ramsey Rule calculation, since 
the Dutch study decided to include other factors as well to arrive at a social 
discount rate

• We believe in the Dutch calculation the Technological Progress Factor 
(which, we believe should per part of the Prosperity Effect) is 
underestimated

• All in all, taking the various studies and theoretical backgrounds in 
account we decided to set the social discount rate at 5% which we 
believe is a conservative estimate

Discount rates for social and economic actors have been conservatively set 
at 5% and 7%, respectively, supported by available science and research (i)

I. Methodology
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• Our estimate of the financial discount rate is based on standard financing 
theory and the CAPM model

• For our estimate we have used data from Prof. Damodaran, per Jan 2021
• Market Risk Premium in Spain: 6.27%
• Illiquidity premium: 1.0%
• Risk Free Rate Spain (ECB average 2020): 1.2%
• Unlevered Beta - diversified industry Spain: 1.06

• We have chosen the unlevered beta of diversified industry since there are 
various economic activities in the area ranging from agriculture, via food 
processing to tourism

• The illiquidity premium reflects the fact that the above data is based on stock 
market data

Note: 1) http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/New_Home_Page/datacurrent.html

Financial discount rate: 7%
• There is some evidence that the added illiquidity of privately held 

companies increases the risk and this also matches the concept of 
systematic risk as included in the CAPM model

• From a technical point of view this illiquidity is likely to cause a higher beta, 
however most models incorporate the increased risk in the market risk 
premium

• The exact effect is hard to estimate exactly

• We have chosen to add an additional 1% to the market premium

• By taking the illiquidity premium into account we once more take a 
conservative approach and ensure we are at the top end of likely discount 
rates

• The calculation according to CAPM provides a discount rate of 6.64% 
which we have rounded to 7%

I. Methodology

Discount rates for social and economic actors have been conservatively set 
at 5% and 7%, respectively, supported by available science and research (i)
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Subsidies have no impact on value but have a strong impact on the 
distribution (of value)

Costs /
Capex (to
farmers)

Farmer Private
Investor

Society Government Total

Subsidies have no impact on value

• Subsidies are a zero-sum game: both government (who grants the subsidy) 
and farmers (or other beneficiaries) are included as stakeholders in the 
method

Subsidies do have an impact on stakeholders

• Correctly aligned subsidies 

• In an ideal world, subsidies exist when the gains of a certain action (e.g.
landscape restoration) is positive for ‘al’” and costly to ‘few’

• The subsidies then act to compensate the ‘losing’ stakeholders 

• Misaligned subsidies 

• In a less ideal world subsidies are misaligned. They provide the wrong 
incentive to certain stakeholders 

• Certain beneficiary actions (e.g. landscape restoration) may be 
beneficial to ‘all’/society, but cause certain stakeholders to lose 
subsidies (e.g. farmers receive lower subsidies for regenerative 
agricultural practices benefiting landscape restoration)

Correctly 
aligned subsidy

Misaligned 
subsidy

Example: landscape restoration is beneficial 
for all/society, but causes farmers to ‘lose’

I. Methodology
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Conventional almond farming assumptions BaU
(=37.5% of BaU)

II. Key agricultural parameters

Revenue Value 

Yield year 1 (kg / ha) 550

Annual yield decline (%) -1.25

Almond price per kg in year 1 (€) 3.00

Almond price per kg in year 20 (€) 3.30 

Cost Value 

Labour (FTE / ha / yr) 0.010

Fertilizer (€ / ha / yr) 155 (96kg N / 34kg P2O5)

Herbicides (€ / ha / yr) 45

Machinery (€ / ha / yr) 50

Material (€ / ha / yr) 0
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After year 20 a decline in 
yield (and thus real sales) 
is likely to continue with 
~ 1.25% per year, 
although an acceleration 
in yield decline can not be 
ruled out as passing 
certain thresholds may 
lead to a collapse in yields

Note: The graph provides real price information (no inflation). In the modelling we have assumed inflation, but for comparison reasons inflation in these graphs is excluded to gain 
a better understanding of underlying trends



Organic almond farming assumptions BaU
(=62.5% of BaU)

Revenue Value

Yield year 1 (kg / ha) 312

Annual yield decline (%) -1.25

Almond price per kg in year 1 (€) 6.50

Almond price per kg in year 20 (€) 3.98 

Costs Value

Labour (FTE / ha / yr) 0.0105

Fertilizer (€ / ha / yr) 0 (0kg N / 0kg P2O5)

Herbicides (€ / ha / yr) 0

Machinery (€ / ha / yr) 35

Material (€ / ha / yr) 50
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II. Key agricultural parameters

Note: The graph provides real price information (no inflation). In the modelling we have assumed inflation, but for comparison reasons inflation in these graphs is excluded to gain 
a better understanding of underlying trends undisturbed by inflation

After year 20 a decline in 
yield is likely to continue 
with ~ 1.25% per year but 
further margin decline is 
likely to stop. 
Real sales are therefore 
likely to decline with 
~ 1.25% after year 20 
instead of ~ 6% between 
year 1 and year 20
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Organic almond farming assumptions 
(=62.5% of BaU)

Fertilizer costs missing
• € 155 lower costs per ha than conventional
• 238 kg less yield 

(sales loss @ conventional prices = € 714)

Steep decline due to:
• -1.25% yield decline annually
• 117% price premium declining to 20% in 20 years
• Year 8/9 -> Sales fall below conventionalSales per ha organic > conventional

• 550kg yield vs 312kg (567%)
• Price € 3.12 / kg vs € 6.50 per kg (117%)

Herbicides / pesticides costs missing
• € 45 lower costs per ha than conventional

Material costs added
• €50 higher costs per ha than conventional

Machinery costs lower than conventional
• € 35 / ha for organic
• In organic still tiling – requires machinery

Labour costs: + 5% compared to conventional

Revenue Value

Yield year 1 (kg / ha) 312

Annual yield decline (%) -1.25

Almond price per kg in year 1 (€) 6.50

Almond price per kg in year 20 (€) 3.98 

Costs Value

Labour (FTE / ha / yr) 0.0105

Fertilizer (€ / ha / yr) 0 (0kg N / 0kg P2O5)

Herbicides (€ / ha / yr) 0

Machinery (€ / ha / yr) 35

Material (€ / ha / yr) 50

II. Key agricultural parameters

Note: The graph provides real price information (no inflation). In the modelling we have assumed inflation, but for comparison reasons inflation in these graphs is excluded to gain 
a better understanding of underlying trends undisturbed by inflation

After year 20 a decline in 
yield is likely to continue 
with ~ 1.25% per year but 
further margin decline is 
likely to stop. 
Real sales are therefore 
likely to decline with 
~ 1.25% after year 20 
instead of ~ 6% between 
year 1 and year 20



Regenerative almond farming assumptions 
(Intervention)
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Revenue Value

Yield year 1 312

Annual yield decline 0%

Price per kg in year 1 € 6.96

Price per kg in year 20 € 3.90

Costs Value

Labour (FTE / ha / yr) 0.011

Fertilizer (€ / ha / yr) 0 (no fertilizer)

Herbicides (€ / ha / yr) 0

Machinery (€ / ha / yr) 35

Material (€ / ha / yr) 100

Sales and margin per ha end situation ≈ conventional
• Due to declining price premium sales per ha falls although 

yield is constant
• Net revenue still 7.5% > conventional
Sales much larger than organic due to no yield decline in regen

Sales per ha regen > organic
• 7% higher sales price

II. Key agricultural parameters

Note: The graph provides real price information (no inflation). In the modelling we have assumed inflation, but for comparison reasons inflation in these graphs is excluded to gain 
a better understanding of underlying trends undisturbed by inflation

With regenerative farming yield 
decline is not expected and price 
premium over conventional is 
likely to stabilize over the 20-
year period. 

After year 20 we therefore 
forecast stable (real) sales levels. 
The sales decline due to eroding 
sales margins of regenerative / 
organic products over 
conventional products, which 
cause the ~5% annual sales 
decline between year 1 and 20, is 
therefore likely to stop after year 
20

Net margins per ha are forecasted to be broadly equal for conventional 
farming and regenerative farming over 20 years (our projection points to 
slightly lower margins for regenerative). 
However, a transition to regenerative farming has other social and natural  
benefits as set forth in this presentation. Moreover, since a transition to 
regenerative farming also stops annual yield decline, the continuing value 
of the transition to regenerative farming is still worthwhile also from a 
farmers’ perspective and in addition lowers risk of collapsing harvests due 
to passing natural (system) boundaries and tipping points



Cash crop currently limited to almonds; model allows for up to 3 
different crops and farming methods

General parameters General costs parameters

FTE (€ / yr) 17.161,52 

Artificial N (€ / kg) 0.93 
Mineral P2O5  (€ / kg) 1.20 
Organic N (€ / kg) 1.94 
Organic P2O5 (€ / kg) 2.53 

• Costs per FTE same for each agricultural method
• Difference in # of FTE / ha / yr. The costs per employee are the same for 

the 3 agriculture methods (conventional, organic, regen)
• Conventional uses artificial N / Mineral P205 – Organic and Regen can use 

Organic N / P2O5
• Assumption is that organic and regen farming can never use artificial N 

/ mineral P2O5
• Organic N / P2O5 can be manure / compost etc
• Green manure is not an explicit input factor. Has effects on yield and 

material costs

• Inflation:
• 0.5%

• 3 Cash crops – currently only almonds in use
• Currently only almonds in use as a cash crop
• Placeholders for 3 cash crops

• 3 Agricultural methods – currently all in use
• Place holders for 3 agricultural methods
• Currently: Conventional / Organic / Regenerative
• Each method can be combined with each of the cash crops
• Start situation: mix of methods
• End situation: only regenerative 

• Zones / areas are fixed in size
• Agricultural start area = end area (Combined Zone)
• No conversion of agricultural area (Combined Zone) to either Natural or 

Economic Zone
• It is Combined Zone – yield per ha can be lower with regenerative 

agriculture, as it is mix between nature and agricultural processes 
(extensive nature-inclusive agriculture) 

II. Key agricultural parameters
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For the Spanish landscape total returns are US$204m
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Financial (monetizable – not yet monetizable)

Natural

Social

• Total returns (excluding costs) are US$204m
• Financial  US$ 133m
• Natural US$ 49m
• Social US$ 22m

• The returns are the sum of the Present Value of all proceeds 
(monetary and non-monetary) from landscape restoration over 
20 years 

• The returns do not include costs / capex (required funding)
• Farmers need to invest in restoration / switch to regenerative 

farming which entails higher operational costs
• The restoration of the natural zone requires capex and 

maintenance costs
• We will show the present value of required funding on the 

next slides

• Not all proceeds are monetizable at the moment
• More detail on the next slide
• Some of the non-monetizable returns can be turned to 

monetizable proceeds in the future
Monetizable 151
Not yet monetizable 53

49
133

22

III. Outcomes valuation assessment

31

Total: 
US$204m



The 10 identified sources of value together add up to the combined 
returns of US$204m
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• The first ring (from inside) is equal to the previous page

• The second ring shows the 10 identified value sources
• Additional proceeds from regen farming over traditional 

farming are the largest source of additional proceeds 
(‘Farming’ and ‘New business’)

• Reduction in net emissions resulting from landscape 
restoration form the second largest sources of proceeds 
(‘Carbon’ and ‘N/P’). However, as of yet, not all of the 
recognized value from these sources is monetizable

• Non-monetizable value may become monetizable in the future
• As shown, non-monetizable value is predominantly linked to 

the reduction / avoidance/ sequestration of emissions
• There are widespread experiments and existing schemes to 

make these monetizable, mainly via tradeable emissions 
rights (e.g. ETS)

• At this moment, such emissions trading schemes do not yet 
exist for all emissions (e.g. ammonia) or are not fully 
accessible for the stakeholders involved (e.g. ETS for farmers). 
This may change in the future
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III. Outcomes valuation assessment
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Total: 
US$204m

Financial (monetizable – not yet monetizable)

Natural

Social

Monetizable 151
Not yet monetizable 53
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Subtracting PV of funding costs of US$103m leaves 
US$102m in NPV; this value can be allocated to the different stakeholders

• The first and second ring (from inside) are equal to the previous 
slide

• The third ring shows funding costs (US$103m) and allocates 
resulting net returns to funders and stakeholders
• Funders get their required returns (resp 5%  and 7%). They are 

thus compensated for their capital invested
• In addition, excess returns are allocated to different 

stakeholders

• Notes
• Funding costs associated with ‘financial’ are discounted at 7%, 

while funding costs associated with ‘natural & social’ are 
discounted at 5%, as the former relates to private stakeholders 
and the latter to public stakeholders 

• ‘Funding’ of US$18m relates to restoration cost of the Natural 
Zone, but is not allocated to a value bucket1. Very small part of 
this (US$100k) is for setup of a carbon credit system
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III. Outcomes valuation assessment

33Note: 1) As restoration of the Natural Zone is expected to have different impacts e.g. on farming (e.g. on 
yields due to a combination of water retainment, less erosion / soil, etc.) and lower emissions, the 
required funding can not be allocated to one specific return and corresponding value bucket
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